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AT the beginning of another year, among the
many questions that confront us, few are
more important than the question of recreation.
By this we do not mean the necessity of recreation.
That has been settled long ago, and most of us
have learned by experience the truth of the old
saying, " all work and no play makes Jack a dull
boy." We do mean, however, the question of how
we can get the greatest good in the short time
which we give to recreation. With many, this is
only an hour each day, but much more benefit may
be derived from this one hour, if properly spent,
than is usually derived.
There are two things that we must learn to do
before our recreation hour will yield the profit it
should, ^\'e must shut out from it our work, and
we must play more.
The first may seem impossible to some and a loss
of time to others, but it is neither. It can and has
been done. Many business and literary men have
found it their only salvation to have some time each
day when they simply drop all thought of their or-
dinary occupation, and turn their attention to
something entirely different. Neither is it a loss of
time. Those who do it, eventually accomplish
more than those who habitually allow their work to
crowd into their rest time. What is gained in time
is inevitably lost in health or quality of work. As
a large body of students, living together, we should
consider this especially, and for the sake of those
about us, if not for ourselves, we should drop our
work occasionally, and stop the continual " talking
shop " at table and in our walks and calls.
But besides keeping our recreation hours free
from our work, we should fill them with more posi-
tive enjoyment. Many of us have an idea that
exercise is all we need. It is not an unusual thing,
therefore, for a girl who is weary of her studying to
force herself to take a long walk because she feels
it her duty to take her exercise. The only result is,
often, that body as well as mind is worn out.
Absolute rest is better than such exercise. Fatigue
of the body will never reheve fatigue of the brain.
We must idealize and disguise our exercise. We
must take it in the form of play, if we wish to get
any good from it. The walk taken as a duty was
as much work to that girl as her study. The boy
who piles up the wood for his mother, imagining
that an enemy is approaching and that he is throw-
ing up a defence, is a hundred times healthier and
happier than the boy who looks upon it simply as
work. And yet they both have the same muscular
exercise. So the girl who takes her exercise, not
from a sense of duty merely, but looks upon it as
a pleasure and recreation will be refreshed and in-
vigorated by it in body and mind.
Finally, we believe that five or ten minutes re-
creation taken at the end of every recitation or
study period, if possible, would often be of more
value than a whole hour at the end of a long weary
day. Sarah M. Bock, 'go.
Do not despise your situation ; in it you must
act, suffer, and conquer. From every point on
earth we are equally near to heaven and to the
infinite. Amid.
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LOVE'S LARGESS.
' Only givi: mc bark mine man in love ; that will he i?iuch.'
Only thine own, dear Love?
Not of the blest are such
;
I give be3'ond, above,
Nor count it overmuch.
I give thee back thine own
;
Count it and thou shalt see
That tliou hast all the loan,




These are days of flitting, alike for the summer-
boarder, the student, and the birds. Flocks of
emigrants are gathering, setting out with unerring
instinct southward. They brought much with them
when they came, they are taking much away with
them for which we shall look and listen in vain.
Already we have had some silent birdless days, and
then again the air seems full of wings. Blue-birds
are much on the wing, not in long aspiring flights
like swallows, but with many rapid flutterings even
after they have lighted. Their autumn note is
pathetic in the extreme, sounding like the word
"weep, weep," uttered softly. But one glorious
morning when the sky was as blue as their wings,
I heard the true spring warble from a small flock of
them who were playing round the pointed trim-
mings of the college turrets. Each time we see
them may be the last, though some will linger into
November.
We find ourselves now dividing our birds into
two classes, residents and migrants, and among the
latter, the early and the late. Large numbers de-
part in September. Those most brilliant in color
and voice seem to go first, like the scarlet tanager,
the rose-breasted grossbeak, the Baltimore oriole,
the red-start and all the warblers except the yel-
low-rump or iTiyrtle-bird which is said to remain all
winter, though I have never seen it here. There
have been large flocks of pine-creeping warblers to
be seen even on rainy days.
The wood-peewee comes late and like Charles
Lamb, makes up for it by going away early. The
common peewee or Phoebe, reminded us in his
own emphatic fashion that he was still here one
morning in October ; but most of the fly-catcher
family are gone.
Alas for the thrushes I They may still be lurking
about silent and unseen. Only the robin will lin-
ger till Thanksgiving, or Christmas perhaps.
The sparrows and finches are not in so much
haste, "chippy" acts as if he intended to stay all
winter, and I heartily wish he would, but I fear he
is not such a lion-hearted little hero as the chicka-
dee. A bird's pluck seems to be generally in in-
verse proportion to his size.
The nut-hatches appear to be more abundant
now than in the summer, and they too will be here
all winter. The following article clipped several
years ago from the London Standard may be of
interest at this season.
" Professor Newton considers that were sea-fowls
satellites revolving round the earth, their arrival
could hardly be more surely calculated by an as-
tronomer. Foul weather or fair, heat or cold, the
puffins repair to some of their stations on a given
day, as if their movements were regulated by
clock-work.
The swiftness of flight which characterizes most
birds enables them to -cover a vast space in a brief
time. The common black swift can fly two hun-
dred and seventy-six miles an hour. The chimney
swallow is slower, ninety miles an hour being about
the limit of its powers.
Migrants during their long flights may be direc-
ted by an experience partly inherited and partly
acquired by the individual bird. They often follow
the coast-line of continents, and invariably take, on
their passage over the Mediterranean, one of three
routes. But this theory will not explain how they
pilot themselves across broad oceans, and is inval-
idated by the fact, famihar to every ornithologist,
that the old and young birds do not journey in
company.




' I see my way as birds their trackless way,
He guides me and the bird."
"Ask the gier-eagle why she stoops at once
Into the vast and unexplored abyss,
What full-grown power informs her from the first,
Why she not marvels, strenously beating
The silent boundless regions of the sky !
"
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It is always summer somewhere, Bon Toyaf^f .'
little aeronauts. Our hearts follow you in your
tiuest, hai)py may your sojourn be, but forget not
to return. The south is warm, the north is true.
A. C. Chapiii.
JACK.
It was a hot summer day. • The cool green
woods stretched away cooler and greener than
usual and before I knew it, I had wandered farther
in than I had been before. Everything was new
and strange. And the strangest thing was that I
could not go back. I seemed to be impelled by
some fascination to move onward, I knew not
whither.
But presently I saw a tower in the distance. It
was in the midst of an open space and was the
turret of a strange, large house unlike any I had
ever seen before. Though the tower reminded one
of the middle ages, the house had some aspects
singularly modern. The front was of gray stone
and the ell of wood painted white with green
blinds, yet its varied aspect was not unpleasing, but
seemed rather a necessary part of its character.
As I hesitated before the grounds of this impos-
ing structui'e, I became aware that a young man,
in the garb of a sailor, was approaching me.
Seeing my look of inquiry, he stopped
and said : " That is the ' House-that-Jack-built.'
Would you like to go in ? Walk right up ; they
are always glad to see visitors. I, myself would
accompany you, if there were not a doubtful game
going on just now to which I in my invisible cloak
must fly and make it Jack's game." And, as he
spoke, Jack vanished from my sight.
More mystified than ever, I passed on a few
paces and entered the grounds. They were unique
in arrangement, presenting almost as mugh diver-
sity as the house structure. For instance, I saw a
large shrub or bush near the front door, in which
there seemed to be a great commotion and pres-
ently the branches were pushed apart and out from
its midst leaped another bright-eyed little fellow.
With a low bow, he said : " Have you come to see
the Jack family? I am Jack-in-the-Bush—or
rather out of the bush, and I will show you in to
the house if you wish."
With that he rang the bell. It did not soiuid
like an ordinary one, but more like the click in the
loc:kofabox. 'i'his it ])roved to be, for immedi-
ately the door which was the cover of the box, flew
back and another Jack appeared. " K.xcuse me,
—
my brother. Jack-in-the-box," said my companion.
This [ack bowed us in to the house, bowed him.self
into his box and bowed the door to all at the same
time, while we passed through the hall to the
parlor door.
Here was another lively little person in the shape
of jumping Jack, who desisted for a moment from
his occupation of amusing the baby and jumped to
open the door for us. He was a thin, wiry little
fellow, dressed in a bright red and black striped
jacket.
Two older boys ran into the room next. The
first, perceiving that I had come a long distance
and was both footsore and weary, took hold of my
wet and muddy boots with his strong arms and
quickly removed them both. The second, as was
natural for the one coming with Boot-jack, was
called Jack-boots, and immediately exemplified his
name by ensconcing my feet in as dry and com-
fortable a pair as man could wish.
" Jack Robin"—began one of the busy little
fellows, but before he could say it the door opened
and in came a troop of others to minister to my
needs. Jack and Jill, two twins of whom Jill was
the pet because she was the only girl in the family,
brought a pail of fresh water. Jack Horner brought
a tempting pie. (One of the boys slyly asked him
if there were any plums left in it) . Jack-knife,
stood by his side ready to cut it for me and dear
fat little Flap-jack, panting and steaming with the
effort to make his course come in first, as it should,
before pie, hurried up with a plate of warm pan-
cakes.
"Jack Robin "began one of them again. It
was the talkative, lively Jack-daw, this time.
" Oh, no
;
you don't want him," cried Jack-at-
all-trades, who had noticed his brother's anxious
glances at the thermometer and then at my still
perspiring face, rendered none the less so by the
close proximity of hot little Flap-jack, " you want
Jack Frost to make things cool for us." Jack
Frost came on hearing his name called, but came,
as was his way, very slowly and deliberately. He
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did not quite freeze us we were too jolly a set for
that. But he drew some very artistic figures on
the window panes, on which I took pains to com-
pliment him highly. At this he bowed icily and
the others said " Oh, Jack Frost never forgets his
dignity."
Meanwhile, my inner man having been suitably
refreshed, the boys came in for a share of the
goodies, especially Jackal, the voracious little glut-
ton, who howled terrifically when Jack Horner
undertook to deny him a piece of pie. It took all
of the politic, peaceable efforts of Jack-on-both-
sides to settle that little dispute. Jackanapes, too,
of whom his brothers said apologetically, " When
he is older he will know more," assisted valiantly
in the consumption of viands. Jack-at-all-trades
brought a finger basin, and clean, white-aproned
Jack-towel accompanied him for my convenience.
Jack-of-the-clock-house came out and struck the
hour. It was four and time for me to go. But
Jack-in-the-Pulpit had begun such an interesting
harangue, from his corner, on " Children in their
Uttle nests agree," and Jack-the-giant-killer and
Jack-and-the-Beanstalk were enacting such a very
tragic duel with their hatchets for my benefit, that
I could with difficulty take my departure.
Sorry as I was to go, they seemed sorrier to have
me. There was an uproar and various calls for
Jack-Robin, but none of them were finished and he
did not appear. Jack-stones, a very heavy, stout
little boy, and Jack-straws, his twin brother, as slen-
der and light as he could well be, entreated me to
come again and play only with them, and Jack-
plane and Jack-screw, who had just come home
from the carpenter's shop, begged me to make my
next visit on a Saturday, so they could see more of
me. Jack-o'lantern brought a lighted pumpkin
out, offering to escort me home, as the woods grew
dark early. Union Jack waved a good bye to me
from the roof where, in his little red and white
striped jacket, he was watching for his sailor
brother. And dear little Jacket, the baby of all,
threw his arms about my neck with a close em-
brace, asking if he should not ride all the way
home on my shoulders to keep me warm.
Rosa Dean, 'go.
THE GREEK PLAY AT SMITH.
It was in accordance with established custom
that the class of '89 at Smith College presented a
play at commencement time ; but they were more
ambitious than preceding classes in their choice of
the Electra of Sophocles for rendering in the orig-
inal Greek. Among the audience who witnessed
its presentation, there was found one enthusiastic
admirer, who did not hesitate to affirm that the
play had been written especially for the occasion
by a member of the graduating class. If Smith
College fails to assign the authorship of the Electra
to the same source, it is not, as will readily be
believed, that she dishonors her own prophets. On
the contrary, she needs rather to beg allowance if
she shows too great family pride in relation to the
latest achievement of her daughters.
A Smith girl's view of the Electra includes many
preliminaries, and of course a few stage secrets.
She gains a partial appreciation, from intercourse
with weary heroine or discouraged committee-
woman, of the vast amount of work involved in the
representation of a Greek drama, and of its atten-
dant difficulties. After parts have been memorized,
and muscles have been limbered by gymnastic ex-
ercise, there are still countless hours to be spent in
correcting Greek accents, and in study of the play,
as a whole and in the relation of its parts. Indi-
vidual actors and chorus redouble their labors un-
der a special trainer, who develops dramatic talent
in the former, and in the latter united and sympa-
thetic movement.
The nerves of the college world suffer a constant
strain, during the season of preparation. There is
interest in the progress of the dainty costumes,
fashioned and decorated by the actors themselves
;
there is excitement over the news that the scenery
has been painted by the diligent hands of the com-
mittee ; there is agitation universal lest Electra may
" take the measles," which are prevalent ; finally
there is amicable but eager strife for a good seat
in the crowded City Opera House, where the play
is given on account of stage room. Sympathetic,
therefore, as well as critical, is the collegiate maj-
ority of the audience who witness the first repre-
sentation.
Thanks to the Greek observance of unity of
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place, the stage selling was sufficiently simple to be
entirely arranged by the ingenious committee. (Jn
the shallow upper stage were represented the front
of Agamennon's marble palace and an altar to
Apollo, which stood at one side of the large central
doors. The lower stage, much deeper, contained
a central allar, and low marble seats at each side
for the chorus.
The opening of the play, by its impressiveness at
once claimed attention. To the sound of low and
solemn music, the white-clad priestess, followed by
two attendants, came upon the second stage.
Slowly she lowered her torch until it touched the
altar and kindled responsive fire. Taking meal
and wine from her attendants, with face uplifted
she offered libations. Then the three white figures
passed out silently. P'lectra's coming was fitly
heralded by sounds of her lamentation within the
palace. Her sweet, plaintive chant and mournful
figure in black robes, won our hearts immediately.
The interest increased in the meeting between
Electra and Clytemnestra. The queen was haugh-
tily defiant of the sad and angry scorn which her
cliild showed to her father's murderess and the wife
of Aegisthus, the usurper. A fine scenic effect was
produced as Clytemnestra, clad in white and gold,
prayed with uplifted arms before the altar of Apollo.
The attendants stood behind her, bearing her royal
purple himation. In the background, the black-
robed Electra stood with face averted, her attitude
expressive of shame for the disgrace of her house.
Later came an impressive scene, where the Paeda-
gogus ofOrestes announced the fiilse news ofhis death.
As she heard it, Electra fell wailing on the steps of
the palace
; .
the chorus, prostrate, covering their
heads, uttered smothered moans. Clytemnestra's
action showed the conflict between a mother's dis-
tress at the loss of her son and glad relief at his
powerlessness to punish her crime. A difficult
passage and one well rendered was Electra's lament
over the supposed ashes of her brother. The self-
consciousness which would have ruined this scene
was entirely absent, as throughout.
Electra's simplicity of manner was her greatest
charm. It gave reality to the whole play, and con-
vinced us that, whatever the faults of representa-
tion, we had seen the Greek Electra, the sorrowful
avenger of crime. The growth of her character
from passive grief to active determination (jf re-
venge was well sustained, ami even the joyous
return of the living Orestes turned IClectra's thought
only for a moment from her burden of woe and
sacred duty of vengeance. \ peculiarly sweet
voice and rich intonations added much to the
beauty of Electra's jjart.
A face more Oreek than Electra's was that of
Clytemnestra, who looked most regal, when at her
departure, she turned in the doorway, extending
her hand with a gesture of scorn and trium|)h
towards l<'lectra.
Attention was powerfully held l)y the long speech
of the old Paedagogus, as he described the chariot-
race. Tone and gesture portrayed the progress of
the race and its sad catastrophe with wonderful
vividness.
Orestes and P'lectra were well contrasted ; the
tall figure and strong carriage of the one with the
grace and suppleness of the other, the bright color-
ing and white garments of the former, with the
paleness and black robes of the latter.
The power of the chorus was a revelation to
many jjersons. For artistic results the stage owed
very much to the grouping and attitudes of the
slender, slow-moving figures, costumed in pale
shades of pink, yellow and green, and in dull
browns. The credit of the chorus music is due to
Dr. Blodgett,the Director of the Smith College Music
School, who composed the score and trained the
chorus of sixteen voices. But the dramatic office
of the chorus was more to be noticed than either
its artistic or musical effect. Not only were the
words and actions of the upper stage interpreted
by the lower, but every emotion called forth by the
play became intensified by its expression in the
tones of the Coryphaeus and the gestures of the
chorus. They fell prostrate on the altar steps, and
we wept for the sorrows of Electra ; they pressed
forward, stretching out their arms to her, and we
too offered our sympathy ; they chanted our
triumph in the victory of the house of Atreus.
The length of the play, without pause or change
of scene, was a severe but favorable test of the in-
terest of the audience ; and the fact that constant
reiteration of the theme did not pro\'e monotonous
testified to the character of the action as inter-
pretive.
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It was a matter for surprise that the nervous and
jerky American girl could attain, not so much
grace, which she often possesses, but that calmness
and dignity of motion which seemed native to the
Greek whom she represented.
Of course, there was ample opportunity for ad-
verse criticism. The modern theatrical manner,
for the most part absent, was observable here and
there. A face or figure in the chorus was momen-
tarily unresponsive, a passage was recited rather
than spoken, an inflection was noticeably Amer-
ican. The performance was liable to all the mis-
takes of amateur acting, while it challenged the
criticism of scholars by attempting to revive the
spirit as well as the language of a dead people.
For such an attempt, however, and one largely
successful, we are heartily grateful to the class of
'8g, and gladly acknowledge our obligation to
them for an enlarged conception of the nature and
value of the Greek drama.
/. S. R.
OXFORD LETTER.
Oxford is a delightful place of residence. It
exercises a charm over its inhabitants, whether it
be autumn when the grey old walls of the colleges
with their clinging masses of dark green i\'y are
brightened by the crimson of the Virginia creeper,
—or winter when all the landscape is sparkling
with rime and each little leaf and twig stands out
in its delicate coating of white,—or spririg when the
new leaves appear in their delicate tints and the
sun brightens the soft haze that hangs over all,
when the shoots of the pollarded willows along the
river are again green and the banks are bright with
marsh marigolds, cowslips, and primroses. We are
tempted out to walk in the Parks, in St. John's or
Worcester gardens, through the Broad Walk by
Christ Church Meadows, or along the water walks
by Magdalen Park where the deer are peacefully
browsing. The college buildings, too, clauxi atten-
tion and architecture becomes interesting if never
before. One can not tire of Magdalen tower and
cloisters, Merton College chapel and its fine old
glass, the Cathedral with its windows by Burne
Jones, the revedos of All Souls.
But from this one is not to imagine that every-
thing is always pleasant in Oxford. The climate
sometimes dampens one's ardor, for it does occa-
sionally rain in the sea girt isle of Britain ; and fogs
and mists are not unknown, especially in Oxford
lying in the valley of the Cherwell and the Isis.
Yet if the charms of nature fail there are always
the historical association. Wycliffe was Master of
Balliol. AVe see the spot where Ridley and
Latimer suffered martyrdom for their opposition to
the Church of Rome. "We enter the Church of
St. Mary-the-Virgin where Cranmer boldly took
his stand, declaring his hand worthy to be burnt
because it had written contrary to his heart, and
maintaining in defiance of the Pope the truth of his
doctrines of the Sacrament. The very buildings
here speak of the weight of gratitude we owe to
the generations gone before.
But other things than these are in the student's
mind, when he—or she I will say, as I am going to
speak particularly of women's work—comes up to
Oxford. A man has a choice among the twenty-
one colleges composing the university. For women
there are three Halls—Lady Margaret and St.
Hugh's, both Church of England, and Somerville,
undenominational. It is not necessary, however,
to join one of the Halls. Students can go into
lodgings approved by the Association—which is a
cheaper way of living—or obtain board in some
family.
In the Halls there is an opportunity to get ac-
quainted with one's fellow-students, and to enjoy
with them, when the art of swimming is mastered,
the boats on the Cherwell, as well as the tennis-
courts and, at Lady Margaret, the gymnasium.
The use of the Hall libraries is an additional ad-
vantage. These contain convenient books of refer-
ence, but are not large, as the students can get
access to the Camera.—the general reading room
of the University—and the Bodleian library. The
cost of board at the Halls varies from ^25 to
^ 1 5 for a term of eight weeks. Besides this, there
is the expense of the lectures which varies accord-
ing to the courses taken, but amounts perhaps to
;£ 5 per term ; and of the coaching, also, which
might be from ^3 to ^ 6 per term.
The day's programme at Oxford is somewhat
different from ours. Prayers are read before
breakfast which is usually finished at about nine
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o'clock. 'I'lien the time is s]ieiil in rcailing or
attending lectures until lunch at one or half-past.
'The afternoon is commonly devoted to out-of-door
exercises, rowing, walking, or tennis. At half-]jast
four or five comes afternoon tea, after which work
is resumed until dinner at seven. Later in the
evening chocolate parties are held in many of the
student's rooms, giving a chance for friendly dis-
cussions. How late at night students shall be
allowed to work is not determined, but they are
advised to retire at a seasonable hour, eleven or
twelve.
For the benefit of those who have a longing to
assume the cap and gown, I will say that they are
not worn by the women at Oxford. Indeed they
are inclined to laugh at the idea, and although we
may feel an interest in the sight of the gowns float-
ing behind the men as they rush to their lectures,
and proclaiming the wearer a scholar, an under-
graduate, a bachelor, or a master as the case may
be, the inen themselves do not enjoy them so much
and escape from wearing them when it is possible.
Often the undergraduates, whose gowns are small,
only large enough to cover their backs, carry them
grasped in one hand, or, if it chances to be cold,
tied round their necks ; and the fear of the Proctor
and his " bulldogs " can scarcely prevail to make
them wear cap and gown in the evening.
The terms at Oxford are only eight weeks long
and one wonders how it is that the students succeed
in accomplishing much in so short a time. But the
mystery is soon solved. An English student never
entirely deserts his books. When he " goes down "
at the end of the term, his tutor has mapped out
for him a course of work. He reads the books on
which he is to hear lectures next term and comes
back with a general idea of the whole, ready to take
in the new points and details which shall be pre-
sented to him.
The movement for the admission of women to
University privileges is recent, but has gone steadily
forward. The Association for the Education of
Women in Oxford was organized in 1878. Its first
lectures were given in '79-'8d, and no College lec-
tures were attended. In 1882 one College lecture
was attended, while now women students are admit-
ted to lectures in almost every College in Oxford.
In 1879 there were 29 students in the Halls and a
few not <.'onne<:tcd with any Hall, \vliile in 1889
there were 71 in the Halls and a few unattached.
Lentil 1884 the only Oxford examinations open
to students of the .Association were those provided
for women Ijy the Delegates of the Local Exami-
nations. Then a statute was passed o]jening to
women Honour Moderations and the Final Honour
Schools of Mathematics, Science and Modern
History, and now all the examinations for the B. A.
degree in Honours have been opened to women.
Before admission to these Honour examinations it
is necessary to pass a preliminary examination, but
a degree from one of our colleges included in the
Association of Collegiate Alumnae is considered a
sufficient substitute. It is not, however, necessary
to work for an examination in order to have the
privilege of attending lectures.
Although women are admitted to the same ex-
aminations with the men and are classed with them,
they can not take a degree. It is said that such a
step as that would introduce complications into the
affairs of the LIniversity because the right to vote
goes with the degree. So, though many women
can say they " got a first "—a thing a man is proud
to say—they can not obtain the right, as he, to
write B. A. after their names. But after all the
degree is unimportant and there is cause to feel
thankful that the old University has opened its
lecture-halls and laboratories, its galleries and lib-
raries to women.
Women are allowed to attend the same lectures
as the men. They sit quietly on one side of the
hall, accompanied by a chaperone and only take
notes of what is said, although the men are some-
times called on to construe passages. An opportu-
nity for asking questions is gained if one does
private work with a tutor, or attends any of the
lectures provided by the Association. Work with
a tutor is thus valuable for the sake of advice and
also, in the study of the Classics, to help one to
take up some authors in less time than would be
required to attend a regular course of lectures.
It is possible at Oxford to pursue a special subject
to advantage, because the English method of educa-
tion aims to give all one's attention to one subject
at a time rather than to do general work on several
subjects. Students preparing for Classical Mod-
erations, i. e. examinations for honours in Classics,
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spend their time on Latin and Greek to the exchi-
sion of everything else. Examinations rule abso-
lutely. But, though they may sometimes be
responsible for the choice of books or authors on
which it seems easier to "get a first," they lead to
thorough work on the lines marked out and the
cultivation of that " style " which is one of the
indispensable qualifications. A good style must be
secured in Latin and Greek Prose, in English
translations, and in papers on general questions
connected with the subject, before a canditate can
hopefully "go in for Mods."
History and Classics are special Oxford subjects.
This does not mean that there is a lack of good
opportunities for the study of the Sciences and
English, for already several American students have
availed themselves of the opportunity for studying
English. But more attention is paid to these.
In the department of Histori' the names of Prof
Freeman and his predecessor, now Bishop Stubbs,
are known to all. As regards the Classics, in pure
scholarship, i. e. textual criticism and grammar,
Oxford and Cambridge probably rank about the
same, but the number of lectures delivered at
Oxford on Aristotle and Plato from a philosophical
point of view is said to be, as compared with those
at Cambridge, as ten to one.
For those who are planning to avail themselves
of the privileges offered at the University, the
Secretary of the Association for the Education of
Women, Mrs. Johnson, 8 Merton St., Oxford, is
very willing to give any information required or to
assist in other ways.
5. Lilian Biniingamc, 'Sj.
OUR LETTER FROM ATHENS.
I am rather shy of begging the Prelude readers to
take a ramble up the Acropolis of Athens, for everyone
knows the way so well already, as far as mere words
can tell it him If my letter could only carry the air
and sky and sunshine of Athens, and the wide, beauti-
ful outlook, could show you the great encircling sweep
of mountains with their noble elastic lines, and in-
finitely varied play of gray light and purple shadow
over their deeply rounded sides, Hymettus close beside
us running back from the sea, the loftier heights of
Pentecilus in the rear with the marble-quarries gleaming
from its dusky sides like belated snow-bands, Parnes
following on with soft white clouds drooping upon its
crest, and Aegaleos bringing us back to the sea once
more where the straits of Salamis are flashing like a
silver sword ; could paint for you then the sea like a
great shaded translucent blue stone, with pearl and
purple tints where it curves deep into the land by
Piraeus and Phalerum, and the long lines of mist
—
blue and violet mountains far beyond, and finally the
whole city lying at our feet with the deep verdure of
Cephissus' olive groves and cypresses beyond:— could
it do this, I should be sure of its welcome. But even
as it is, and pre-supposiug a general familiarity with
the ground, I trust that a note or two by the way may
not be wholly uninteresting.
Perhaps the most interesting approach to the Acro-
polis is along the broad sunny southern slope at its
foot, always a favorite building-spot, as the apparently
inextricable confusion of ruins show. Inextricable
it certainly was some years ago, but the archaeologists
have done their work so thoroughly, freeing the Greek
remains from Byzantine and Turkish superstructures,
that everything can in reality be traced and studied now
with great ease. Passing the picturesque confusion of
tiny huts crowded about the Acropolis' eastern end
one crosses first the precinct of Dionysus, occupied by
the foundations of temples and the great theatre,
whose curving hollow stretches up to the base of the
Acropolis rock. It is a little disappointment to be
forced to believe, as one must now, that this theatre
was not built till the latter half of the fourth century,
so that Aeschylus and Sophocles, Euripides and Aris-
tophanes never produced any of their dramas on its
stage. But then the old orchestra was very near the
later one,—close examination showing two rough arcs
of its ruin among the ruins of the stage buildings. It
is interesting to disentangle the original Greek work
from the Roman alternations and additions made in
this theatre, a task made easy, as it usually is, by the
world-wide difference in workmanship. The low
stage-front, which cuts off a segment of the orchestra-
circle, is clearly of Roman times. It is formed of slabs
sculptured in high relief, and separated by spaces
filled once with crouching Silenuses, one of which still
peers out from his niche. The relief-work is good and
graceful, but the whole is put together roughly, and
there is every probability that the slabs were taken
from some other building where they formed a connec-
ted frieze. It is easy with the Epidaurus orchestra in
mind, to banish this stage, and to complete with one
eye the curve of the orchestra-circle, and then we im-
mediately find, running tangent to this circle, the
foundations of a fine wall which from its triple material,
conglomerate, sandstone, and blue marble, can be
easily traced for its entire length, and is seen to cor-
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THE WEEK.
Ei'lscoi'AL serviLC was coiiductccl of .Siimlay, Oct.
13th, by Rev. T. F. Fales, of VValtliam. The te.xt
was Heb. 13:8, "Jesus Christ the same yesterday and
today, and forever."'
*
The first missionary meeting was iield Sunday even-
ing, Oct. 13th. Dr. I'orterof Le.xington, appropriately
began the missionary tallcs of the year by one on tlie
subject of general missions.
Dr. Porter, and Dr. March, of Woburn, started two
and a half years ago to study the missions in the coun-
tries of the East, in Turkey, India, China and Japan.
E\'erywhere they were met witli cordiality by the mis-
sion boards. He said that women were doing a great
work in the iield and among them he had met twenty-
one Wellesley girls. In speaking of the governments
he said that Turke\' was the most despicable and India
the best. In Turkey there are six colleges, fruit of
the missionary work of tlie United States. Most of
the books are in English, but if there is any reference
to the Turkish government, real or imaginary, they
are prohibited. Most English hymns are allowed, but
some warlike ones are prohibited ; such as,
"My soul, be one thy guard,
Ten thousand foes arise,"'
and
"Onward, Christian soldiers,"
but the most obno.xious is our beautiful hymn,
"Shall we gather at the river?"
because they insist that the river means the Bosphonis
and that it is tlie warcr\' of the Christians to a modern-
crusade.
He said that sometimes in different countries he
would go to a town and in an hour the largest house
would be filled by the natives wishing to hear of Chris-
tianity. Sometimes he would talk to more than a
thousand at once. When he returned he tarried five
weeks from the Pacific to the Atlantic, telling of his
trip, which shows that the interest in the missionar)'
work in our countrv is not waning.
in the very air. As the evening advanced, friendly
messages were sent between the different classes, for,
if tliere is a common bond of imion, it is well brought
out on election night. '90 and "91 were unusually
active and did an amazing amount of work in a sur-
prisingly short time. The officers of '90 are a.s follows :
Miss Angle Peck, President
Miss Elizabeth Wiggin, Vice-president
Miss Katherine Morse, Recording .Secretary
Miss Jennie Freeman, Corre.sponding .Secretary
Miss Alice Bothwell, Treasurer
Miss Ruth Morrill, ) ,.- . •
Miss Mary Fish, \
Histonans
Miss Rose Sears, ^
Miss Lena Haywood, > E.xecutive Committee
Miss Annie Bosworth, )
Miss Josephine HoUey, Factotum
The officers of '91 are :
Miss Elizabeth Stewart, President
Miss Bertha Lebus, Vice-president
Miss F. May West, Recording Secretary
Miss Juliette Wall, Corresponding Secretary
Miss Elizabeth Hoyt, Treasurer
Miss Clara Look, ) ,,. , .
Miss Maria Baldwin, \
Historians
Miss Alma Beale, "j
Miss Margaret Hazen, > Executive Committee
Miss Marian Perrin, )
Miss Grace Jackson, Factotum
'92, whose powers of discrimination were called into
severe action, only succeeded in electing her president.
Miss Bessie Greenman. The remark made pre\ious
to the election, to the effect that there were fiftv-six
candidates and each girl had one supporter, which
took all the class—had more tnith in it than might
have been supposed.
'90 and '92 presented to their retiring presidents
beautiful bouquets of roses. '91 endeavored to express
her pent-up emotion at the departure of her able officer
in three hearty cheers. It is whispered that everyone
within a wide radius of the C. L. R. thought she suc-
ceeded. Perhaps it is just as well that elections come
but once a year.
On Saturday evening the college halls were deserted.
Everyone had gone to class meeting. Be .sure that
there was no trouble about quorums that night. The
Physical Lecture Room was filled with Seniors ; the
Chemical Lecture Room o\'erflowed with Juniors and
the gymnasium was thronged with a vast concourse of
Sophomores. Election of officers was an all-absorbing
theme of interest. Excitement and enthusiasm were
The annual Tennis Tournament held by the Tennis
Association opened Oct. 2nd with sixteen entries in
singles and nine j^airs in doubles. The first round in
singles resulted as follows :
Miss Parker defeated Miss Hoyt, 6-2, 6-1
" Wing " " Damon, 6-3, 6-2
" Boltwood " " Hardon, 6-1. 6-1
" Bailev " •' Feeny, 6-0, 6-1
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Miss Carter defeated Miss Bellfield, 8-6, 6-2
Blakeslee " " Bnish, 6-3, 6-3
" Wilkinson " " Thayer, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4
" Hollander " " McPherson, 6-2, 6—3
"The Ninety Adventures of Junia, or the Junior
Adventures of '90," was the inscription on the daintily
decorated programme which each Senior received on
Oct. II, as she took her place before the stage on
which were to be depicted the joys and sorrows of the
the past year. For the historians. Miss McNary and
Miss Conant, had dramatized the life of the composite
Junior in a manner both realistic and ideal, and ex-
tremely enjoyable withal.
The following were the drainaiis persona :
The Lady Junia, .... Miss Glover
Lord Physics, . . . Miss Moderwell
History, Jr. ... . Miss Hamilton
Rhetoric, Miss Fitch




The Exam. Shadow, .... Miss Swift
Precedenta Collegia, . . . Miss Wiggin
Dilemma, Miss Dunlap
The Vacation Spirit, . . . Miss Hayward
'89 girls, Young Men, Undergraduates and Chinamen.
The five acts lead the Junior on through the famil-
iar scenes of "Classification, Conglomeration, Recrea-
tion, Lachrymation, Matriculation, Tribulation, Recep-
tion, Donation, Humiliation, Perambulation, Jubila-
tion, Examination, up to Consummation." Some of the
presentations were enough to make an angel weep,
but the hand of the artist was manifest, bringing the
audience from despair to rest in triumphant success.
The costuming was very effective. Lady Junia
wore the '90 gown of lilac. Lord Physics was re-
splendently aggressive in a helmet of the nature of a
Leyden jar, a breastplate of the colors of the spectrum,
a cloak bristling with electricity, and a forked weapon
with brazen knobs at the ends, which exhibited a
strange affinity for the Junior nose. History, Jr. was
enfolded in an immense notebook on the pages of
which could be seen the tabulation of the "Fall of the
Roman Empire." Rhetoric's attire must have come
fresh from the facile pen of some voluminous essayist.
Barbara Logica wore a dress of simple black, an ex-
cellent background for the logical square and Euler's
circles. The Exam. Shadow was so chilling to even
the cold hearts of '90 that they were fain to cry out
"Ve.x not his ghost." Dilemma needed no horns to
declare its wicked nature, so complete was its contrast
to the Vacation Spirit who was the embodiment of
happiness.
The tendency of the feminine mind to regard details
was illustrated throughout the evening. From the
yellow kitten with its lilac bow to the Chinese doll and
fancy lantern on the shoulders of the Dilemma : from
the theological student to the humble pie : from the
youngest undergraduate to the iron rod of Precedenta
Collegia : nothing was forgotten w'hich could make the
representation complete.
The music contributed much to the enjoyment.
The songs of the actors and of the Glee Club,—such
as "Guizot was an orderly man," "Sylvanus Thomp-
son has the floor," and the one announcing the ap-
proach of the Honorary Member in "Palace cars all
out of the West"—were received with storms of ap-
plause.
Perhaps the most artistic scene was the farewell to
'89. The first touch of real sadness was felt here, and
was not wholly borne away on the strains of "Conso-
lation." Though there were many "grinds" there was
no false note in the fun, and altogether a more enjoy-
able evening has never been spent by '90.
In spite of the cold, disagreeable storm on Monday
night, Oct. 14th, the Chapel was well filled,
—
proof
conclusive that the Beethoven Quartette is a favorite
at the college.
The members of the Quartette are as follows: Mr.
Charles N. Allen, Violin; Mr. Albert Van Raalte,
Violin ; Mr. Edwin A. Sabin, Viola ; and Miss Georgia
Pray, Violoncello.
It was with great regret that we learn of the retire-
ment of Mr. Wulf Fries, whose delightful 'cello solos
have always met with enthusiastic reception at Welles-
ley. And, in tmth, his genial smile betokened a real
pleasure in our appreciation. Miss Pray showed such
a thorough mastery of her insti-ument as to make one
forget that it is a novelty for a lady to play the 'cello.
She responded to an encore with a selection even
more delightful than her first. The general playing
of the Quartette was characterized by that delicacy of
rendering and nicety of effect in which may be traced
the musicianly feeling, and the careful training of the
leader. The last three selections were especially
bright and fascinating, and made a fitting close to a
very enjoyable evening.
'What I aspired to be, and was not
Comforts me."
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COLLEGE NOTES.
That unfortunate Concord e.xcursion !
Miss Sue Taylor, 'gi, celebrated a brilliant birth-
day anniversary on the iith. Her roses were especi-
ally fine.
On Monday the 21st, Professor Coman's Political
Economy class go on an excursion to Waltliam to visit
the watch manufactories.
Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf, whose daughter, Miss Edith
Metcalf, was in the class of '80, sjjent Sunday at the
college with then- niece. Miss Marion ATetcalf.
The effect produced on tlie faces of tlie Juniors by
their debate outlines was a striking instance of the
phenomenon of elongation. Poor '91 has at last dis-
covered that there are some subjects upon which she
has no cast iron opinion.
The New England Association of Preparatory
Schools and Colleges, of whose e.xecutive committee
Miss Shafer is a member, held meetings in Boston on
Friday and Saturday, Oct. nth and 12th. The ques-
tion was discussed of securing uniformity in the re-
quirements for admission as there already is in the
department of English Literature.
The Bibliographical work in connection with history
and literature will require at least two periods a week.
The course nuis from October iSth until the Christ-
mas vacation. A lecture will be given once a fort-
night, on Fridays at four o''clock ; and the rest of the
time will be devoted to individual research on special
topics. The periods for work, apart from the lectures,
can be made by special appointment and can occur on
Tuesday, Wednesda}- or Frida\-, anytime between
8:45 and 12:45 ••^- •'^'•' and 3:30 and 6:30 p. 11.
This course is purely au.xiliary to the courses in his-
tory and literature and does not take the place of the
general course in Bibliography, given in the second
semester.
One evening this week, a long procession wound
along the path toward Waban. The class of '91 were
on their way to serenade their honored president.
Silently they formed in a phalan.x beneath the window
and then what a \olume of sound rent the air ! Every
Junior strained her throat with a will ; and, as a re-
ward, received the most kindly welcome from Miss
Kno.x and Miss Stewart. Refreshments were served
in the pretty parlor after which '91 marched homeward
triumphant. A small urchin, with a stubborn goat,
was proud to trudge along beside the line and to ap-
plaud vigorously the musical efforts. With genuine
gallantry, he watched everj'one o^'er the stone wall
and the last '91 heard from him was the approving
sentiment: "Good night, girls, you're the dandies!"
AULD ACQUAINTANCE.
'Hie students named below have been elected to
iiciv positions as teachers for the school year 1889-
90:—
Elizabeth F. Abbe, li. .A. '88, High School, Brook-
field, Mass.
Alice D. Adams, B. A. '87, A.ssistant in High
School, So. Weymouth, Ma.ss.
Alzora .Aldrich, Wolnirn College, T()|)eka, Kansas.
Genevieve Apgar, Seven Gables, Bridgeton, New
Jersey.
Mary G, Baker, B. S., '86, High School, Yankton,
So. Dakota.
May Banta, B. S., '89, Northfield. Mass.
Arabella Barnes, Auljurn, New York.
Grace L. Betteridge, Private School, Florida.
Antoinette Bigelow, Waterville, New York.
Mary E. Bowles, State Institution for Deaf and
Dumb, Olathe, Kansas.
Rebekah M. Boyd, B. A., '89, Dr. Mulholland's
School, Brookville, Pa.
Adeliza Brainerd, Private Classes in History of Art,
Worcester, Mass.
Alice Brewster, B. A., '89, Westboro High School.
M. Grace Caldwell, High School, Concord, N. H.
Hattie L. Cook, B. A., '83, High School, Worcester.
Kate L. Clark, B. S., '86, Miss Wittleberger's
School, Cleveland, Ohio.
Bertha L. Deane, B. A., "87, High School, Ottum-
na, Iowa.
Alice E. Dixon, B. A., '87. Ml. Holyoke Seminary,
South Hadley, Mass.
Bertha Davis, B. A., '84, Colorado Springs, Colo-
rado.
Mary A. Edwards, B. A., "89, Miss Haines' School,
Hartford, Ct.
Annie K. Emery, B. A., '87, Science Hill, Shelby-
ville, Ky,
Abbie Maud Fales, B. S., '88, High School, Em-
poria, Kansas.
Annie E. Ferson, High School, Spencer, Mass.
Mary M. Fine, B. A., '89, Franklin School, Ger-
mantown. Pa.
Florence M. Fisherdick, B. A., '89, High School,
Muskegon, Mich.
Lena E. Follett, B. S., '89, Duluth, Minn.
Mary L. Freeman, High School, i\Iontpelier, Vt.
Eleanor E. A. Gamble, B. A., '89, 0-xford Semi-
nary, Oxford, O.
Edith H. Gregory, B. A., '86, Miss Worth's School,
New York City.
(To be conthmed.)
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INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS. OUR OUTLOOK.
Of over 1200 students in Cornel] University last year
only 605 paid tuition.
The higher institutions of learning in Norway,
Sweden. Denmark, Switzerland, also Italy have become
co-educational.
The University of Georgia has lately admitted women
to the collegiate department on the same standing as
men.
The lectureship of poetry at the Johns Hopkins
University will probably be offered to James Russell
Lowell for the coming year.
The oldest and most largely attended university in
the world was the University El Azhar, a centre of
Moslem learning in Egypt.
A UNIVERSITY in honor of President Garfield is to be
established at Witchitar, Kansas, and Mrs. Garfield
has given |io,ooo towards the enterprise.
A NUMBER of wealthy English gentlemen have in-
vited the base ball nines of Harvard, Yale and Prince




Sanford University has ordered a forty-inch glass
for its new telescope. This, with the Lick Telescope
and the new telescope to be erected at the University
of Los Angeles, will give California the three largest
telescopic observatories in the world.
The first instalment of books for the new German
library at Harvard, to be known as the Villard Library
in honor of the founder, has arrived. It is hoped that
by the end of the year the field of German literature
will be fairly represented.
The peculiar custom of the Yale Seniors of bowing
to the President as he leaves chapel was handed down
by their Puritan ancestors. In 1776 President Porter
attempted to abolish it but the Seniors objected, and
this time honored custom has been continued to the
present time.
The publication agency of Johns Hopkins sent to the
World's Fair various publications made under its
auspices, which were exhibited in the departments of
American publications and American education. A
grand prize and a gold medal were awarded the Univer-
sity for a photographic map of the normal solar system
and the wonderful concave gratings upon which were
ruled more than 20,000 lines to the inch. For the
publications representing the general work of the
University a grand prize was awarded, and for excel-
lence of printing, a silver medal.
Mrs. Bishop (Miss Bird) the authoress and traveller
was heard from in Thibet about the middle of July.
The Maharajah of Kashmir granted her a suitable piece
of land on which she is building a women's dispensary,
also a women's hospital of sixty beds to be called the
John Bishop memorial hospital. These are to be in
charge of Miss Butler M. D., wlio received her medical
education in London.
Chicago women have ushered in a crusade against
the gambling dens of that city.
T/ie IVomaii's Journal says that tennis teaching is
now opening a new branch of employment for women.
Another woman composer has made her mark
—
Mme. Helen Manletell— whose opera "Florence," ha.s
been brought out with fair success at the Royal Theatre
Stocklolm.
Any individuals or " Tens" who would like to work
during the coming winter for Ramabai and her school
for high-caste Hindu women in Bombay, India, are
requested to write for information and suggestions to
Mrs. G. N. Dana, 318 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Each of the constitutions of the five new States, in
one form or another recognizes the right of women to
the suffrage. North Dakota, South Dakota, Idaho and
Washington have each granted school suffrage to adults
ofthatse.v; Montana gives them the right to vote on
local questions provided they are taxpayers. Wash-
ington and South Dakota will submit the question of
unrestricted woman suffrage to the voters.
In Wyoming, after twenty years' experience full
woman suffrage is incorporated in the State constitu-
tion by a five-si.xths majority, and expressly guaranteed
in the bill of rights by a unanimous vote.
The one great impediment to women's success is
their determination to deal with the world as women,
not as workers. To remember sex is to carry senti-
mentality into the business world. There need be no
revolution of dress or of manners in order that woman
find her place. She has made it. At every stage of
the world's development she has found her place to
minister to its growth. She has never waited till
opinion was unanimous, but has found and made the
place for the individual woman, and bided her time for
the world's approval. The woman who finds it neces-
sary to remember her sex to preserve her womanliness
would, were it possible to subject her mental elements
to a chemical test, to find that that element in her
nature was in danger of disappearing, because of its
minuteness, if subjected to the mere business of living.
—Christian Union.
It is hoped that later in the year the college will be
addre.ssed by Mrs. Annie Jenness Miller whose lectures
in and about Boston have been received with much
interest.
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WABAN RIPPLES. MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
Last week \vt quoted the opinion of a Senior on the
relative importance of incubators and hens. This week
we clip from a Western paper the opinion of the hen.
" I care not who makes the nation's incubators," she
cackles, " since I furnish the raw material."
.Scene in the laundry :
Freshman: MissX, will you please see if this water
is blue enough ?
Soi'H. : How peculiar! I never saw bluing that
color! What kind do you use?
Fresh. : There it is. I found it on that shelf.
Soph, turns bottle around and reads on label
"Caws Ink!"
Rapid transfer of clothes follows.
A FRIEND, who has heard complaints of the loss of
clothes in the college-laundry, suggests that the difficulty
probably lies in the marking, and recommends the
course followed by the man who marked the first of a
dozen new shirts "John Smith " and all the others
" Ditto."
WuRD comes to us of a Junior who has become so
accustomed to apologizing for tardiness at table, that,
coming into the room the other morning while all were
still standing behind their chairs, she glanced meekly at
the teacher and said : " Please e.xcuse me. Miss— ."
Why is the elevator-girl like Wellesley College?
Because she seeks to raise woman to a higher plane
A Nineteenth Century Ballad.
Dedicated to a yunior Balladist.
Once on a time was a bonny blithe maid.
Woe ! Woe ! Hey-diddle-doe !
She did cast up her een to 'eaven and said.
Woe ! Woe ! Hey-diddle-doe !
" Nay, tell me not that ballads are hard,"
Woe ! Woe ! Hey-diddle-doe !
" For I know and can say them forsynei by \.\\<t yard,''^
Woe! Woe! Hey-diddle-doe!
"Come off!^ Come off! my skeeljS Miss T "
Woe! Woe! Hey-diddle-doe!
" We'd rather have them by ineter" said he.
Woe! Woe! Hey-diddle-doe!
I. Straightway. 2. An expression of derision used by
the early Briton. 3. "Everyone must know what j'/yv/)'
means."
The last two numbers of the Rc7'ue dcs Deux Moudes
range from grave to gay with the usual French versatil-
ity. " Gay " however is hardly tlie epithet to apply to
the lugubrious, dreary, and unpleasantstory of " Fausse
Route," finished in the issue for Sept. 15.—Stev-
enson's " Merry Men" are hard to recognize under
their new title, " Les Gais Compagnons," and recall
the French translation of " All hail Macbeth " by the
courteous, " Comment-vous-portcz-vous?"— Historical
studies of the "Acadcmie des lieau.x Arts" are found in
both numbers. — " Le Mariage et le Divorce au,\ Etats
LFnis," " Sainte Catherine de Sienne," and " Gouver-
neur Morris" furnish themes for tlie more solid articles
in the number for Sept. i.—The later number is
marked by a thoughtful and interesting article on " Les
Transformations Futures de Tldce Morale" by M.
Alfred Fouillee. The article is an attempt to adapt
Ethics to the demands and discoveries of modern
science, and reaches the conclusion that the tendency
of the morality of the future, based on experience,
psychological and scientific, will divert the conscious-
ness from the individual to the universal. It is an
abrupt change to turn from this cheerful prospect and
learn from the article on " La Cavalerie dans la Guerre
Moderne" that the lance is coming into use again as a
weapon.—The number contains also a keen study of
" Comedie en France au XVIIIieme Siecle " and a
graceful account of "La Jeunesse de Beethoven."
TIte N'inetecnth Century for October.—Moshin-Ul-
i\Iulk, a Mohammedan official of one of the greatest
native principalities of India, writes in defense of na-
tive governments in that country, answerin;; an attack
made by Sir Lepel Gritfin, accusing them of tyranny
and corruption.
—
J. Churton Collins gi\es an inspiring
review of the development of the University Extension
scheme in England, proving the rapidly increasing
demand for higher education among the lower classes.
— In the article "Rome in 1SS9" Mrs. Henry Ady
laments the desecration of beautiful, romantic Rome
by the " modern improvements" of municipal authori-
ties and the vandalism of speculators. She finds cause
for rejoicing however in valuable discoveries made
through the excavations of the past few years.— Mr.
Gladstone reviews the " Journal de Marie liashkirtstff."
— The Irish Land Problem is discussed by T. W.
Russell, M. P.—" Insensibility of Animals to Pain"
gives scientific proof that the lower animals are niucli
less sensible to pain than man and that the lower we
descend in the scale of animal life the le.'-s sensitive it
becomes.—Miss Laura A. Smith tells of famous
European War-songs, generously illustrating her article
with both words and music of the songs.—Sir Ed.
Strachey, Bart., writes of the influence of the family
mansion on " the historical sentiment and the hisloiical
conscience" of Englishmen, and Mrs. Jessie Walltr
(«iV Huxly) gives most practical advice concerning
the training of children.— Ma.x Miiller takes up the
fairy story " Lady Toad " and traces it to its origin in
Teutonic Mythology.—The City of Lhasa, the great
center of modern Buddhism, which is scaled !o Euio-
peans is vividly described by Graham Sandberg, his
information being gained mainly from a Bengali \\\\o
visited the city in the guise of a Tibetan lama.—The
closing paper, written by the Rev. J. Guinness Rogers,
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is entitled " The Middle Class and the the New Liber-
alism." — From the Liberal standpoint the present
strength of this party is discussed, also the vital ques-
tions of the day, Home Rule and Disestablishment.
BOOK REVIEWS.
The Students' Series of English Classics, ll'eister's
First Bunker Hill Oration. Edited by Louise Man-
ning Hodgkim. Boston and New York: Leach.
Shewell, and Sanborn. 320. Students of English
literature, especially those who are preparing for col-
lejre, are to be congratulated on having within their
reach such a valuable set of helps as the Student's Series
of English Classics. This series was recently published
as an aid to the prep:iratory student in carrying out the
course of reading prescribed by the Association of
New England Colleges. The present little volume is
admirably suited to its purpose. It contains, besides
the address and the very helpful notes, a list of famous
American orators, a biographical sketch of Webster
with an exposition of his style, and some valuable
hints on the study of an oration. We leave the book
with a well defined knowledge of the skill of the great
statesman and the massive strength of the man, as well
as of the style of the orator. That the object of the
book is mainly literary is shown in the " Hints on the
Study of an oration," which the author opens with a
dissertation upon prose composition in general and
the oration in particular. The notes are of value his-
torically, rhetorically, and from a literary point of view.
Common School Elocution and Oratory. By /. H.
Brown. St. Louis: I. H. Brown ^ Co. doc. A
text book treating the subject of elocution upon
scientific principles will be welcomed by the teachers
of our public schools. Prof. Brown's aim is so to pre-
sent the subject of Vocal Culture, that, by using the
methods of instruction employed by professional
readers, the students of our Grammar and High Schools
may learn to express written thought correctly and
clearly and with a harmony of motion and utterance
which shall add grace and force to the' production.
The author clearly recognises the interdependence of
physical and mental training in acquiring a masterful
delivery. His introduction gives an outline ot the
work, which is discussed under the heads of " Respira-
tion," •' Articulation," " Vocal Expression," " Action,"
(gestures and facial expression.) "Grouping," (em-
phasis, pauses, and sentiment) and "Original Dis-
course." These subjects are carefully treated atlength,
with, first a clear statement ot the object to be gained
by a close study of the principles laid down, then of
the methods of work to be pursued, and warnings and
cautions against false steps in striving for the true end
;
and lastly, with appropriate selections from standard
literature, illustrative of the subject under consideration.
While experienced teachers of elocution may differ
from Prof. Brown in some of the methods presented,
on the whole his treatment of the subject is practical
and thorough, and the author has touched the heart of
the matter in showing that the principles of elocution
are " based upon the principles of Nature." And since
the teachers of elocution in our public schools have not
often had the advantage of professional training, we
feel that to such teachers this book will prove of ser-
vice as an aid and guide in bringing out the desired
results with their pupils.
Tlie Students'' Series of English Classics. Coleridge's
Ancient Mariner. Edited by Katharine Lee Bates.
Boston and New York : Leach, Shewell, and Sanborn.
32c. The work on Coleridge's Ancient Mariner
has the usual features of the seiies. These are a bio-
graphical sketch of Coleridge, some general hints on
the handling ofa poem, the poem itself, and notes.
Special features are pen pictures of Coleridge by differ-
ent writers, a series of questions on each part of the
poem, and a short chapter on the interpretation of it.
The " Hints on the Handling ofa Poem " lay special
stress on the value of the question method in class room
work. The editor says : "A running fire of questions,
searching, varied, stimulates the mental activity, pricks
into life the sluggish perceptions, gives form and color
to those poem-pictures which are often so dimly and
vaguely reproduced by the untutored imagination ; and
thus securing the vivid presentment of the scene, the
clear comprehension of the thought, does away with the
intellectual barrier, and brings the heart of the student
info free contact with the glowing heart of the poet."
The series of questions given by the editor herself carry
out this idea, and awaken the thoughtful and sympath-
etic student to a better understanding and fuller enjoy-
ment of this e.xqusite and wonderful poem.
The Students' Series of E}iglish Classics. Macau-
lay's Essay on Lord Clive. Edited by Vida D. Scud-
der. Boston and New York : Leach, Shewell, and
Sanborn. 40c. This little book is well qualified
to fulfill the mission which its preface most clearly
states. We quote:—"It is with wisdom that the
Association of New England Colleges demands from
every matriculate familiarity with the characteristic and
brilliant essay on Lord Clive. The present edition
aims to supply such help as will make the essay most
thoroughly useful to students of literature. It is as
literature, not as history that the essay is required
;
and as literature, not as history, it has been treated.
—
The essay, however, richly repajs study as a piece of
pure literature ; and the object of this edition will be
attained if the student is put by it into intelligent and
discriminating sympathy with the work of one of the
masters of English prose."
A hasty resume of the table of contents shows the
scope of the work. It comprises a chronological list of
the chief events in Macaulay's life, a Biographical
Sketch, Hints on the Handling of an Essay, and the
Essay on Lord Clive with notes.
BOOK REVIEWS IN THE COLLEGE LIB-
RARY SINCE SEPT. 17.
Dictionary of National Biography . Volume 16, 17,
18, 19. Edited by Leslie Stephen.
Visitations of the Diocese of Norwich. (Camden
Society Extra Series, vol. 43.) Edited by A. Jessopp.
Travels througli England. Vol. 2. (Camden So-
ciety Extra Series, vol. 44.) By R. Pococke.
Dociiments Illustrating the Itnpeachment of Duke of
B7{cki)i^ham. (Camden Society Extra Series, vol.
45.) Edited by S. R. Gardiner.
IVorks of T. H. Greene. Vol. 3.
(^Continued.')
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e. r. HevEY & go,
Have 1 tuU assortment of
DRESS GOODS, * * * *
* * SUITS AND GARMENTS,
33 SUMMER ST. & 42 AVON ST.
BOSTON.
$3





Express trains coiiiiectinii: with steamer at Fall River in S^
minutes, leave Boston from Old Colony Station week davs at "
P. M. Sundays at 7 p. m
Steamers PuiiiTAN and Pilgrim in commission. Steam heat
in statei'ooms. Anorehestra on each steamer throughout tlie year.
'J'lckets, staterooms, &c., sccui'ed at the line olliee. No. a. Old
St.ate House, and Old Colouy Station, Kneeland Street,
J. R. KENDEICK, Gen.lVIan. GKO. L. CONNOR, Gen. Pas. Agt.




Jtvt IJoucUics of all litutls.
WADSWORTH, ROWLAND & CO.,
82 and 84 Washington St., Boston.
SEXD FOR CATALOGUE.
MISS N. M. SHEEHAN,
©regg filacer,
WABAN BLOCK,
Wellesley Square, - WELLESLEY, MASS.
"SOUVENIR OF WELLESLEY,"
^
Containing Illustrations of all the College buildings
and points of interest in the town.
ELEGANTLY BOUND
In Colored Cardboard, tied with ribbon,
. $i.oo
In Cloth and Gold, $1.2^
IN BO.X READY FOR MAILING.
For Sale at the College Book Store, or sent to any








37 CORNHILl,, BOSTON.F. S. FR(_).ST, IH. A. LAWUENCE. j
AUTUMN LEAVES -OF MUSIC.
EMERSON'S NEW RESPONSES.
(fJO cts., §0 doz.) for Quartet and Chorus Choirs;
74 short ijieees of stiored music of the best character,
such as your choir needs.
THE TEMPERANCE CRUSADE.
35 cts., §3.60 dozen), by L. O. Emerson and Edwin
Moore. Earnest, reflued, elevated poetry aud music,
which will be most \\elcome to tlie best classes of
temperance workers.
SONG HARMONY.
(60 cts., $6 doz.,) by L. O. Emerson. Just exactly
the book that will suit you for this winter's Singing
Classes. Also an ajipropriate and good book for
High Schools.
Adopt without fear, for Graded Schools, oui-
SONG MANUAL.
(Book 1, 30c., S3 doz. ; or Book 2, 40c., .§4.20 doz. ; or
Book 3, 50c., .§4.80 doz.) Admirably adapted to the
diflereut ages of school life, with plain instructions
and best of music.
Select for practice in vour Singing Society one of our noble
.and beautiful CANTATAS (send for list), or the easy Oratorio,
Emmanuel
,
(SI) by Trowbridge ; or for Fairs and Fe.stivals,, the
peculiarly nice, pretty and easy Dair.v Maid'ft >upper, 20c.,
Sl.SOtioz.) by Lewis; or for the children, Macy'snew Strange
Visitors, or a meeting of the Nati'>ns. (30c.. S3 doz;) or the
Kingdom of iMother Goose, (25c., $2 2< doz ) by Mrs. Board-
man.
Any hook mailed for retail price.
OLIVER DITSOU COMPANY, Boston
C. M DiTSON & Co.,
S67 Broadway, New York.
J. E. DITSON & Co.,
1228, Chestnut St., Phila.
<PalroRize IKose
























Books, Pamphlets, Catalogues, &c..
Printed at Moderate Prices.
Programmes, Circulars, Cards, &c.
First-Class Work Guaranteed.
WILLIS F. STEVENS, Pi^oprietor,
WABAJV HALL, - WELLESLE1\ MASS.
